At UC Davis –

In County –

police.ucdavis.edu

At UC Davis –

police.cityofdavis.org/online-crime-reporting

23 Russell Boulevard, Davis, CA 95616, (530) 666-8920

(530) 666-8032

(530) 747-8284

State law prohibits parking bikes on sidewalks where they
the University . The best rule of thumb whenever you're
Bicycle parking is strictly regulated in Davis, especially at
all the rights and is subject to all the provisions applicable
regulating bicycle operation, parking and equipment.

RULES & REGULATIONS

The following recommendations are based on state law , local
departmentally-approved workplaces such as an individual
not include trees, poles, railings, fences, signs, etc.

BICYCling in davis

with caution when it is safe to do so.

Your bike doesn't trip the signal, treat
your bike as an individual
have special symbols (below left)

Use Vehicle Detectors

certain traffic control devices have
been developed to help facilitate
cyclists must follow them rather than
have special symbols (below left)

If they want to be taken seriously .

Don't Weave Between

Parked Cars

Cycle Tracks

Cycle tracks on the roadway , is physically separated
from motor traffic (with the exception of service or emergency
tracks will include painted arrows

Proposed in the 1980s by UC Davis

12-mile circuit through Davis and UC

DAVIS BIKE LOOP

MORE COPIES OF MAP

http://goclub.ucdavis.edu/. We don't have a parking permit, free membership entitles bike
UC Davis goBike Club:

Bike Barn, B&L Bike Shop, and Ken's BIKE.Ski.Board. Helmet
information, call 530-752-BIKE.
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